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ABSTRACT 

The design of zoo and aquarium exhibits has a strong influence on visitor 

behavior and their perception of animals in exhibit enclosures. Furthermore, zoo 

exhibits with underwater viewing draw large crowds. The intent of this study was to 

formulate significant design criteria, through post-occupancy evaluation, to be used 

for the design of successful underwater exhibits in zoos. This study was conducted 

to reveal factors significantly influencing viewing time and visitor behavior in zoo 

exhibits with underwater viewing. At four zoo facilities, three hundred and thirty 

one visitor groups were observed and asked to participate in a short survey at six 

zoo exhibits. Chi-square analysis and analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to 

evaluate observation and survey results. The size of the underwater viewing 

window, animal size, animal aquatic activity, presence of infant animals, visitor group 

type and crowding levels had a significant impact on visitor behavior. 

Recommendations for the future design of underwater zoo exhibits are discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

As the places we live become more urbanized and dominated by sprawl, 

many Americans are becoming increasingly detached from the natural environment. 

Zoo and aquarium facilities offer visitors a place to reconnect with nature and play a 

significant role in wildlife appreciation (Clark, 2000). Zoos and aquariums draw 

millions of visitors each year and are among the most popular recreational 

institutions in urban communities today. Through zoo and aquarium visitation, it is 

possible to generate respect and public support for natural resources and the 

conservation of animals and the environment. In the 1970's, the American Zoo and 

Aquarium Association (AZA) placed their highest priority on conservation efforts. 

Today, the AZA defines zoo and aquarium facilities as "centers for conservation, 

education, scientific studies and recreation" (AZA website <www.aza.org>). 

The design of zoo and aquarium exhibits has a significant influence on visitor 

behavior and the perception of animal enclosures. Zoo exhibits with underwater 

viewing are extremely popular today. Underwater exhibits are defined here, as 

enclosures that display animal underwater activity. Some examples of underwater 

exhibits include enclosures for hippopotamus, otters and polar bears in which zoo 

visitors can view animals swimming from an underwater perspective. Information 

that leads to the better design of underwater exhibits may enable future exhibits to 

attract and accommodate more visitors while stimulating zoo development and 

strengthening public awareness of the natural environment. 

http://www.aza.org
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Behavior research has been conducted in zoo facilities to evaluate animal 

and human behavior in zoo environments. Behavior research is important because 

it may provide zoo designers with specific information about how exhibit spaces are 

utilized and suggests design solutions to address user needs. Previous visitor 

behavior research in zoo facilities reveals that visitor behavior is significantly 

influenced by architectural characteristics, animal characteristics, visitor 

characteristics and external conditions. The majority of zoo visitor behavior research 

focuses on visitor viewing time and movement patterns through exhibit spaces. 

Limited research related to social behavior in zoo exhibits has been conducted thus 

far. 

Research Objectives and Hypotheses 

The intent of this study is to formulate significant design criteria, through post-

occupancy evaluation, to be used for the design of successful underwater viewing 

exhibits in zoos. Post-occupancy evaluation is defined here as the assessment of 

built environments. This thesis will address the following research question: What 

factors significantly influence viewing time and visitor behavior in zoo exhibits with 

underwater viewing? 

The following hypotheses were tested and evaluated in order to address the 

research question. 
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1. Longer visitor viewing time is expected in exhibits where the water level is 

half the height of the viewing window or higher. Higher water levels allow 

visitors to view more of the animal's aquatic activities and habitat. 

2. Large underwater viewing windows will generate longer viewing time than 

smaller viewing windows because large windows allow visitors to view more 

of the animal's habitat and activities. Large viewing windows also allow more 

visitors to experience an exhibit simultaneously. 

3. In hot, arid climates, a rise in ambient temperature is expected to increase 

visitor viewing time in shaded underwater exhibits because these exhibits 

provide visitors sun protection and relief from the heat. 

4. Crowded exhibit viewing areas will generate longer visitor viewing time than 

less crowded viewing areas, because visitors spend additional time waiting to 

view the exhibit from the best or most popular vantage point. 

5. The presence of children in a visitor group is expected to increase visitor 

viewing time, sign utilization and group discussion in an exhibit. 

Scope and Research Limits 

Visitor groups at four zoo facilities were observed and asked to participate in 

a short survey. The collection and analysis of data for this study was limited by 

many factors, such as a limited budget and time. The author gathered all data 

presented in this thesis during the summer 2000 and spent nineteen days collecting 

data at the four zoo facilities. The researcher stayed at each zoo exhibit long 
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enough to observe and survey fifty visitor groups. Two other zoo facilities in the 

western United States were initially considered for this study. These additional zoo 

facilities were not included in this study due to insufficient funding and time. 
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TABLE 1. 
Definition of terms. 

Animal aquatic activity: 

Animal exhibit: 

Animal enrichment; 

Animal pool: 

Environment-behavior research 

Exhibit viewing area: 

Exhibit signage: 

interpretive element: 

Orientation aid: 

Post-occupancy evaluation: 

Selected visitor group: 

Terrestrial exhibit: 

Underwater exhibit: 

Underwater viewing window: 

Visitor group: 

Visitor motivation: 

Visitor profile information: 

Visitor viewing time; 

Wayfinding; 

Zoo exhibit: 

Animal swimming. 

Same as animal enclosure and animal habitat. 
The part of an exhibit in which animals are contained. 

Same as behavior enrichment. Objects (food, toys, etc.) 
provided to animals in order to stimulate activity. 

Any body of water in an animal enclosure designated for 
animal swimming. 

The examination of the interrelationships between 
environments and human or animal behavior. 

The part of an exhibit utilized by visitors. 

Signs located within an exhibit viewing area. 

Interactive exhibit elements. 

Directional signage that helps visitors navigate through a 
zoo facility or exhibit. 

The assessment of built environments. 

A group of zoo visitors randomly chosen to participate in 
the study. 

Exhibits that feature animal land activities. 

Exhibit in which visitors can view animals swimming from 
an underwater perspective. 

Any viewing window that allows visitors to view an animal 
habitat from an underwater perspective. 

Any group of visitors, with two or more people, attending 
the zoo together. 

Reason for visitor attendance. 

Demographic and visitor characteristic data. 

The amount of time spent by visitors viewing an exhibit. 

Visitor movement patterns through zoo facilities. 

A demonstration area in a zoo facility that displays and 
houses animals. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

Throughout the world, zoological parks have become major attractions and 

sources of income for urban centers. Accredited American zoo and aquarium 

facilities host between 130 and 140 million visitors every year (Clark, 2000). As a 

result of this draw, most cities have significant zoo work in progress. The American 

Zoo and Aquarium Association (AZA) encourages the advancement of zoological 

parks as "public educational institutions, as scientific centers, as natural science and 

wildlife exhibition and conservation agencies, and as cultural recreational 

establishments, dedicated to the enrichment of human and natural resources" (1972, 

Articles of Incorporation). Since zoo livelihood relies largely on public patronage, 

well-designed exhibits, for the animal as well as the visitor, have become a necessity 

for zoo prosperity. Successful exhibits attract visitors and promote public education, 

habitat conservation efforts and zoo growth potential. 

In addition to providing opportunities for education and recreation, many 

zoo facilities foster research related to animal conservation, ecosystem preservation 

and restoration. Behavior analysis studies are also conducted in zoos to research 

animal and human behavior. This literature review shall focus on environment-

behavior research in zoo facilities. Environment-behavior research is defined for this 

study as the examination of the interrelationships between environments and human 

or animal behavior (De Young, 1999). Environment-behavior research in zoos 
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relates to three user groups: animals, visitors and zoo staff. When zoo facilities 

examine and understand behavior patterns they can make informed decisions about 

how to best accommodate or change these behaviors (Brennan, 1977). 

Environment-behavior research is critical for creating a better understanding 

between natural and human influenced environments and may provide insight into 

the preservation and restoration of existing habitats. 

There are two general types of environment-behavior research currently 

being performed in zoological parks: animal-environment studies and human 

behavior studies. Animal-environment research is commonly conducted by animal 

biologists with extensive knowledge of animal behavior in natural and captive 

settings. Human behavior research in zoos is generally focused on evaluating the 

relationship between zoo visitors and their surrounding environments. Other human 

behavior research conducted in zoos includes staff-environment studies, although to 

date, very little research has been published. Human behavior in zoos is often 

observed and analyzed by inter-disciplinar/ research teams representing various 

fields including: psychology, environmental studies, planning, architecture, 

landscape architecture, and many others. 

Animal-Environment Research 

Research in zoos was initially conducted by zoo staff in order to improve 

animal health, increase captive animal life spans, and to gain knowledge about 

animal behavior in the wild. In the last two hundred years, there has been a 
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significant evolution in the design of animal enclosures in zoo facilities. The majority 

of small, barred cages, characteristic of traditional zoos and menageries, have been 

replaced with naturalistic animal enclosures that encourage natural animal behavior. 

Hancocks (1980) and Hutchins, Hancocks and Crockett (1983, 1984) used data 

gathered from animal field study observations to generate appropriate enclosures for 

zoo animals that respond to the animals' social and physical needs. 

In the 1970's, animal research in zoos expanded to include the study of 

animal behavior in various types of enclosures. These studies observed and 

measured the differences in animal behavior for traditional and naturalistic 

enclosures. The majority of these studies focused on primate species (Pfeiffer and 

Koebnor, 1978; Calip, 1978; Erwin, Maple and Mitchell, 1979; Maple, 1981, 1983; 

Clarke, Juno and Maple, 1982; Maple and Stine, 1982; Maple and Finlay, 1986). 

Previous studies demonstrate that animal behavior improves in exhibits with 

naturalistic habitats (Erwin, Maple and Mitchell, 1979; Pfeiffer and Koebnor, 1978; 

Maple, 1981, 1983; Clarke, Juno and Maple, 1982; Maple and Stine, 1982; Maple 

and Finlay, 1986). For example, animal aggression and stereotyped behavior 

typically decrease in naturalistic enclosures. Naturalistic enclosures may also 

increase interaction between animals and encourage creativity (Maple, 1981; Maple 

and Stine, 1982). An increase in environment complexity and size, typical of 

naturalistic environments, facilitates reproduction in great apes (Maple and Stine, 

1982; Maple and Hoff, 1982; Nadler, 1982). Calip (1978) discovered, however, that 

gibbons (a primate species) at the Woodland Park Zoo in Seattle, Washington spent 
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more time on the ground in a new, naturalistic enclosure than they did in a more 

traditional enclosure. The gibbons preferred metal bars in the older enclosure for 

brachiation (hand-over-hand locomotion) compared to netting in the new 

environment, used to simulate vines. Shettel-Neuber's study (1988) of orangutan 

and pigmy chimpanzee exhibits at the San Diego Zoo, clearly demonstrates that zoo 

staff and visitors prefer naturalistic animal environments to traditional, barred animal 

enclosures. Animals seem to favor enclosures that provide an assortment of 

behavioral opportunities, independent of exhibit naturalism (Shettel-Neuber, 1988). 

Very little research exists evaluating the effects of zoo visitors on animal 

behavior. Scollay (1983) studied the effects of visitor harassment and crowd density 

on twelve primate species at the San Diego Zoo. Visitor harassment of animals 

resulted in a decrease in playing, sociability, grooming, animal activity and object 

manipulation. Scollay's research also demonstrated that an increase in crowd 

density generally has a positive influence on primate animal activity. Some animal 

species may "perform" when watched by an audience of zoo visitors. 

Human Behavior Research 

The study of visitor behavior is the most common type of human behavior 

research performed in zoological parks. Research related to visitor behavior in zoo 

environments, generally focuses on: visitor motivation; circulation patterns; viewing 

time; behavioral responses to exhibit elements; and visitor perception of animals in 

various exhibit settings (Martin and O'Reilly, 1987, 1988). It is difficult for zoo 
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facilities to compare research results because many studies are explicitly site-specific. 

Studies that include suggestions for design and transcend across zoo facilities and 

exhibit settings are tremendously valuable to zoo designers (Bitgood, Patterson, and 

Benefield, 1988; Johnston, 1998). 

Previous environment-behavior research identifies several categories of 

factors that affect visitor behavior in zoos (Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988; 

Shettel-Neuber, 1988; Johnston, 1998). Exhibit and animal characteristics, such as 

barrier type and animal size, significantly affect zoo visitor behavior. Visitor 

characteristics including: education level, age, attitude, motivation, group size and 

social interaction influence visitor response to zoo facilities. External conditions, not 

related to zoo, exhibit, visitor or animal characteristics may also impact visitor 

behavior in zoo facilities. 

Visitor Profile 

Beginning in the 1970's, researchers and zoo staff developed visitor profiles 

by collecting demographic information and visitor characteristic data so that zoos 

could best accommodate "typical" zoo visitors (Cheek, 1976; Kellert, 1979; 

Wheeler, 1980; Wolf and Tymitz, 1981). Information about zoo visitors has been 

collected using two types of sampling strategies: surveys performed within a zoo 

facility, and surveys completed by individuals, outside of a zoo facility. The majority 

of visitor profile research is conducted individually by zoo facilities on-site and is not 

published. It is possible to compare data for zoo attendees with non-zoo attendees 
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when surveys are performed outside of a zoo facility (Serrell, 1980). Cheek (1976) 

and Kellert (1979) examined large samples of the general population, outside of zoo 

facilities. Their findings reveal that zoo visitors are more educated and have higher 

incomes than people who do not attend zoos. Zoo attendees are younger on 

average and have more children under the age of 17 than people who do not visit 

zoos (Cheek, 1976; Kellert, 1979). Visitors often attend zoos as a family group, with 

an average group size of three to four people. 

Visitor Behavior 

Visitor Motivation 

In addition to collecting visitor demographic information, zoo facilities 

participate in research that describes visitor motivation. The motivations 

encouraging zoo attendance may reveal valuable information to zoo facilities about 

why people visit zoos and the experiences they seek. Hood (1985) compared the 

motivations of frequent and occasional zoo visitors. The majority of zoo visitors 

attend zoo facilities occasionally for recreational purposes and social interaction 

with friends and family. Frequent zoo visitors often represent a small visitor 

population that go to zoos to learn or be challenged. Previous research suggests 

that visitors attend zoos to socialize, relax, learn about animals, see exotic animals, 

entertain and educate children, photograph nature and to enjoy the outdoors 

(Cheek, 1973, 1976; Wolf and Tymitz, 1979, 1981; Wheeler, 1980; Martin and 

O'Reilly, 1982). 
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Visitor Behavior and Orientation 

Regrettably, little research exists describing zoo visitor group composition 

and behavior. Zoo facilities are able to most effectively accommodate visitors when 

visitor needs, behavior and social orientation are accurately understood (Brennan, 

1977; Morgan and Hodgkinson, 1999). Brennan (1977) studied social group 

behavior for two exhibits at the Brookfield Zoo in Chicago, Illinois. The goal of this 

study was to provide zoo facilities with accurate information about what visitors do 

while at the zoo. Brennan (1977) used observation techniques to collect data about 

viewing time and visitor behavior. He argued that surveys and questionnaires 

provide zoos with limited information about what visitors remember doing, or what 

they say they did while at the zoo. Brennan identified four social groups commonly 

found at zoos: 1) male-female couple, 2) male-female couple with a single child 

(nuclear family), 3) male-female couple with multiple children (established family), 

and 4) a female-female group with multiple children. Brennan (1977) expected the 

presence of children in a social group to affect viewing time. Brennan, however, 

recorded few differences in behavior and viewing time among all four social groups 

(1977). 

A study by Morgan and Hodgkinson (1999) investigated zoo visitor social 

orientation in addition to motivation. Morgan and Hodgkinson discovered that the 

majority of visitors participate in altruistic activities at zoo facilities, benefiting other 

members in their group. A smaller number of visitors attend zoos to satisfy personal, 

intrinsic desires. Morgan and Hodgkinson encourage zoos to conduct social 
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research in order to best accommodate visitor needs, which may increase financial, 

political and public support for zoo facilities (1999). 

Wayfinding Behavior in Zoos 

Wayfinding behavior, or visitor orientation, is studied in zoos to determine 

how visitors move through zoo facilities. Wayfinding is evaluated by researchers 

who track and observe visitors, document circulation patterns and record whether 

orientation aids, such as signs and maps, are utilized. Zoo visitors typically maintain 

a "right-turn bias" when moving through a zoo facility, similar to visitor circulation 

patterns in museum and aquarium settings (Melton, 1972; Shettel-Neuber and 

O'Reilly, 1981). Spatial features in a zoo setting, such as exhibits or directional 

signage, may also influence visitor turning behavior (Bitgood et al., 1985). Visitors 

who attend zoos for general recreation and leisure purposes generally require more 

orientation aids than zoo visitors who are motivated to view a particular animal or 

exhibit (Martin and O'Reilly, 1987). Unfortunately, the majority of wayfinding 

research is primarily site-specific and is of little value to other zoo facilities. 

Comparison of Zoo, Aquarium and Museum Visitor Behavior 

Research findings for visitor behavior in zoo facilities are often applied to 

aquarium and museum settings. Serrell (1980) discovered that visitor profiles for 

zoo and aquarium visitors are remarkably similar. Typical aquarium visitors, 

however, spend less time at aquariums than visitors in zoos. Aquariums are 
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commonly much smaller than zoo facilities, which may explain why the average 

length of visit is shorter for aquariums. Aquarium visitors may also experience more 

museum fatigue than zoo visitors, due in part to aquariums being largely indoor 

facilities with low lighting levels. Both aquarium and zoo visitors spend more time at 

large exhibits displaying exotic species than at smaller exhibits with common 

species. 

Milan and Wourms (1992) published a study comparing the results from zoo 

and museum research. The study reveals that frequent zoo visitors are most similar 

to occasional museum visitors when comparing visitor behavior, interests and 

motivation. Both frequent zoo visitors and occasional museum visitors seek 

relaxation, social interaction and active participation when attending each facility, it 

is not clear whether the same population of people visit zoos, aquariums and 

museums. More research encompassing zoo, aquarium and museum facilities is 

needed In order to better understand visitor profiles, behavior and motivation 

(Serrell, 1980). 

Visitor Learning 

Several studies have been performed to evaluate the efficiency of signage 

and interpretive elements in zoo facilities (Serrell, 1977, 1979, 1980, 1988; Wolf and 

Tymitz, 1979; Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1986, 1988; Derwin and Piper, 

1988). A variety of sign types can be found in zoo facilities including: site maps, 

directional signs, exhibit labels, educational and interpretive elements. Over time. 
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zoo signage has evolved to better meet visitor needs, in much the same manner as 

animal enclosures have evolved to better accommodate zoo animals. For example, 

traditional zoo signs typically display lengthy, scientific animal descriptions using 

small fonts. Modern signage often Includes colorful illustrations, large print, succinct 

text and interactive components (Serrell, 1988). 

Derwin and Piper (1988) conducted a post-occupancy evaluation to 

determine the effectiveness of Innovative educational graphics and Interpretive 

elements in the African Rock Kopje exhibit at the San Diego Zoo. Derwin and Piper 

revealed that 91% of all surveyed visitors looked at or read at least one educational 

panel In the exhibit. This percentage is much higher than previous research results 

that indicate that the majority of zoo visitors typically do not look at or read exhibit 

signage (Brennan, 1977; Serrell, 1977). "Looking" is defined by Derwin and Piper 

(1988) as a glance given to a sign while the visitor is In motion. "Reading" occurs 

when a visitor moves their head from left to right, focuses on text more for more 

than 20 seconds, or reads aloud to others (Derwin and Piper, 1988). The African 

Kopje exhibit features progressive educational signage that may explain the increase 

In sign utilization by visitors. Sign utilization is also Influenced by weather, crowds, 

animal activity, group characteristics, size and location of the graphic panel (Serrell, 

1988). Derwin and Piper's results reveal a strong correlation between visitor 

learning, viewing time in exhibits, the number of informational panels read, and the 

number of elements explored within an exhibit. 
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Visitor Perception of Animal Environments 

Several studies have been published that focus on visitor perception of zoo 

animals in various environments. Rhoads and Coldsworthy (1979) conducted a 

laboratory study in which college students were asked to evaluate slides of eight 

animal species in the wild, and in semi-natural and traditional zoo environments. 

The results of the study Indicate that, animal environments evoke certain visitor 

attitudes and perceptions towards animals. Animals in semi-natural and traditional 

zoo environments were perceived by the students as less dignified, happy, and 

independent than animals in natural settings. Animals in traditional, caged 

enclosures did not encourage visitor respect or learning (Rhoads and Coldsworthy, 

1979). Rhoads and Coldsworthy (1979) recommend that zoo animals be displayed 

in a naturalistic setting that will "enhance the public's appreciation of them, and 

advance conservation efforts" (p.283). 

Finlay, James and Maple (1988) conducted a study that was an extension of 

the research initiated by Rhoads and Coldsworthy (1979). Similar to the Rhoads 

and Coldsworthy study (1979), college students in a laboratory setting were asked 

to evaluate eight animal species using eleven semantic differential scales. The 

research results demonstrate that animals in caged and natural zoo enclosures are 

perceived as tame, restricted and passive while animals In the wild are perceived as 

free, wild and active (Finlay, James and Maple, 1988). 

Wolf and Tymitz (1980) performed a study at the National Zoo in 

Washington D.C. to determine how zoo visitors react to animal enclosures. The 
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majority of zoo visitors could not identify which elements were appropriate for the 

habitat of a particular animal. Practically all visitors believed that captive animal 

enclosures should be comfortable. Visitors were especially concerned about the 

quality of enclosures for rare or exotic animal species. The visitors believed that 

neurotic or aggressive animal behavior was the result of animal captivity in unnatural 

enclosures. Unnatural animal environments will be accepted by visitors as 

satisfactory if animal behavior appears "normal" (Wolf and Tymitz, 1980). 

Architectural Characteristics 

Research relating to the physical characteristics of exhibits and zoos has 

demonstrated the significant impact of these elements on visitor behavior, especially 

on viewing time (Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988: Shettel-Neuber, 1988; 

Johnston, 1998). Architectural characteristics that affect visitor behavior are divided 

here into two categories for discussion: a section that focuses on zoo facility 

characteristics and a section related to individual exhibit characteristics and features. 

Zoo Characteristics 

In research published by Bitgood,Patterson and Benefield (1988) and 

johnston (1998), characteristics of zoo facilities were analyzed in addition to the 

architectural characteristics of individual exhibits. Zoo size and the total number of 

mammal species on exhibit, was recorded for each zoo facility. According to 
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Johnston, longer exhibit viewing time may be generated by larger zoos and zoos 

with large mammal collections. 

Exhibit Characteristics and Features 

Exhibit naturalism 

The zoo community recognizes three types of zoo exhibits that have 

evolved with varying degrees of naturalism: first-, second- and third-generation 

exhibits. First-generation exhibits are generally small, barred enclosures with smooth 

steep walls, void of vegetation. Second-generation exhibits are the type of exhibits 

found most commonly in American zoo facilities. Second-generation exhibits 

typically display animals in enclosures surrounded by dry or water-filled moats. 

Second-generation exhibits may contain some naturalistic elements, like vegetation 

or landforms representing the animal's natural habitat. Third-generation exhibits 

represent the most progressive type of exhibit design in zoo facilities today. Third-

generation exhibits display animals in a naturalistic setting that simulates the animal's 

natural habitat. In order to accurately represent a particular region, many third-

generation exhibits combine the use of plant, animal and cultural elements. 

Previous research demonstrates, that zoo visitors spend more time viewing exhibits 

that appear natural (Shettel-Neuber, 1988; Johnston, 1998). 

Type of barrier 

There are two general classifications of zoo exhibit barriers that separate 

visitors and animals. Physical barriers separate visitor and animal areas with bars. 
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glass, wire mesh and fencing. Nonphysical barriers are characterized by moated 

enclosures with no visual screen between the visitor and animal on display. The 

manner in which visitors perceive and respond to a barrier is significantly influenced 

by exhibit naturalism and design characteristics. 

Bitgood, et.al (1985) discovered that viewing time was longest for moated 

exhibits with no visual screens, and shortest for exhibits with bar and fence barriers. 

In contrast, longer viewing time was recorded at exhibits with imposing physical 

barriers such as bars, glass or tall fences in Johnston's study (1998) of polar bear 

exhibits. Johnston offers an explanation for this unanticipated result: naturalistic 

elements in the exhibit may quickly draw visitor attention into the enclosure, 

rendering physical barriers less perceivable to visitors. While glass is a type of 

physical barrier, the specific installation of a glass barrier can influence visitor 

response either positively or negatively. When installed at an awkward angle, glass 

glare can produce an annoying visual screen, resulting in reduced visitor viewing 

time. Class barriers may, however, be installed in a way that renders the barrier 

nearly invisible to viewers. 

Proximity of visitor to animal 

In their studies, Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield (1988) and Johnston (1998) 

utilized a proximity scale to measure the average distance between visitors and the 

closest animal. The proximity between animal and visitor was recorded by a 

researcher, during each viewing interval. Viewing time and visitor stopping typically 
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increased, as distance between animal and visitor decreased (Bitgood, Patterson and 

Benefield, 1988; and Johnston, 1998). 

Visibility 

Johnston developed a visibility variable in his study (1998) to represent the 

approximate percentage of viewing time during which at least one animal was 

visible. Results from Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield (1988) and Johnston (1998) 

reveal that longer viewing time is associated with the ease with which animals can 

be seen in an exhibit. Low lighting levels and visual screens are associated with 

shorter visitor viewing time (Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988). 

Physical features of the exhibit 

It is difficult to compare exhibits across zoo facilities because physical 

features are specific to each exhibit and site. Some zoos have multiple exhibits for a 

particular animal species. In their research, Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield (1988) 

and Johnston (1998) evaluated zoos with a single animal species on display in 

multiple exhibit settings. These authors suggest that multiple exhibits for a single 

animal species, located within the same zoo facility, should be evaluated individually 

because specific exhibit physical features may heavily influence visitor behavior. 

Sensory competition 

Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield (1988), identified two kinds of sensory 

competition found in zoo facilities: visual and auditory. Visual competition occurs 

when two or more exhibits face one another on a circulation path. This type of 

exhibit placement causes competition among exhibits, reducing the number of 
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visitors who stop to visit either exhibit. Auditory competition occurs in situations 

where auditory stimuli compete for visitor attention (Bitgood, Patterson and 

Benefield, 1988). Auditory stimuli include: animal or crowd vocalization, zoo 

transportation noise, construction noise, etc. Visitors are typically attracted to 

exhibits with vocalizing animals, yet are detracted away from exhibits with noise 

from construction or other loud or disruptive sources (Bitgood, Patterson and 

Benefield, 1988). 

Recording Visitor Behavior 

This section will discuss results from various environment-behavior studies, 

focusing in particular on visitor viewing time in zoo exhibits. The duration of 

viewing time spent in an exhibit is one aspect of visitor behavior that generally 

indicates a positive or negative visitor response to the exhibit environment and 

animal on display (Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988; Johnston, 1998). Zoos 

aspire to increase visitor viewing time in exhibits, increasing the opportunity for 

visitor education. Longer visits at individual exhibits usually lengthen the overall time 

a visitor spends at a zoo facility. If an exhibit is successful in getting visitors to stop 

to view an enclosure, it is likely that the viewer might return to the zoo to visit the 

exhibit again. Major zoos typically build one or two new, featured exhibits a year to 

improve animal enclosures, stimulate attendance and to keep up with the facility 

improvements of other zoos. 
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Many methods for recording visitor behavior are currently used in zoo 

research including: visitor tracking and observation, behavior mapping, 

measurement of viewing time, surveys, and informal interviews (O'Reilly, Shettel-

Neuber, and Vining, 1981; Shettei-Neuber, 1986; Johnston, 1998). Observations 

provide data that describe social interactions in zoo facilities, visitor activities, how 

visitors spend time, and whether or not visitors read signs (Serrel, 1980). Many 

studies also use informal interviews or surveys to determine demographic and visitor 

characteristics, visitor motivation and attitudes, visitor learning, and to reveal visitors' 

opinions and suggestions (Shettei-Neuber, 1986). In the 1970's, visitor behavior 

research was often limited to observation and informal interview recording methods 

(Wolf and Tymitz, 1979). As visitor behavior research evolves, studies typically 

employ multiple evaluation methods to provide zoo facilities with more accurate 

and detailed information about zoo visitors and their activities. 

Animal Characteristics 

The behavior and characteristics of zoo animals have a significant impact on 

visitor behavior and viewing time in zoo facilities. Animal size, activity level, and the 

presence of infant animals in an exhibit represent the most influential animal 

characteristics (Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988; Johnston, 1998). 

The size of the animal species on exhibit has a considerable effect on visitor 

behavior. Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield (1988) evaluated a variety of common 

zoo species at various zoo facilities. Their results reveal that, in general, the larger 
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the animal species, the longer the visitor viewing time. The presence of infant 

animals in an exhibit also has a dramatic impact on visitor behavior and viewing 

time. The presence of infant animals in an exhibit increases visitor viewing time, on 

average, by two to three times (Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988). 

Results from previous research suggest that animal activity is one of the most 

influential factors that affecting behavior and viewing time in exhibits (Maple and 

Finlay, 1987; Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988; Shettel-Neuber, 1988; 

Johnston, 1998). Animal activity in an exhibit may generate viewing time twice as 

long as viewing time in an exhibit with non-visible or inactive animals (Bitgood, 

Patterson and Benefield, 1988; Johnston, 1998). Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield 

(1988) found that this activity-viewing time relationship remained constant for all 

animal species evaluated in the study. 

Visitor Characteristics 

In his study of polar bear exhibits, Johnston (1998) evaluated the effects of 

visitor characteristics on viewing time. According to Johnston (1998), visitor 

characteristics have a moderate impact on viewing time; less impact than either 

architectural or animal characteristics. In Johnston's study, visitor characteristics 

were represented by variables for: demographics, education, employment, the 

effect of reading exhibit signage, and the effect of prior zoo experience. 

Demographic information collected from zoo visitors included: sex, age, 

employment status and educational level. Participants were asked to describe their 
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employment status including the number of hours worked each week. Retired 

participants and teachers spent more time than average zoo visitors viewing polar 

bear exhibits. While Johnston included variables for demographic and employment 

data in his initial study, these variables later proved to have an insignificant impact 

on viewing time. According to Johnston's study, individuals who frequently visit 

zoos spend less time at polar bear exhibits during each zoo visit. Johnston asked 

survey participants to describe the importance of zoo visits and experiences. The 

results also suggest that longer viewing time is generated by individuals with strong 

preferences for wildlife viewing. 

Effect of reading exhibit signage 

As previously mentioned, viewing time is directly related to exhibit signage 

utilization (Brennan, 1977; Serrell 1977, 1981; Derwin and Piper, 1988; Johnston, 

1998). The percentage of visitors who stop to read exhibit signage varies widely 

across exhibits. In exhibits with older signage, the majority of visitors do not read 

signs. In contrast, 91% of surveyed visitors looked at or read at least one exhibit 

sign at the San Diego Zoo's African Kopje exhibit (Derwin and Piper, 1988). 

Viewing time may radically increase by as much as 1 '/i times, when visitors stop to 

read exhibit signage (Serrell, 1981; Derwin and Piper, 1988; Johnston, 1998). Serrell 

found sign readers to be more prevalent in smaller visitor groups (1981). 
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External Conditions 

in Johnston's (1998) study, weather conditions were documented during 

each visitor viewing interval. Daylight conditions and temperature were recorded 

during each observation interval. Johnston's study results indicate that temperature 

has a major impact on viewing time in exhibits. The daylight variable, however, did 

not significantly influence viewing time. Johnston's study (1998) demonstrated that, 

visitors spend less time viewing typical zoo exhibits in hotter temperatures. Bitgood 

and Benefield (1987) suggested that viewing time could increase with temperature 

increase in colder climates. 

Johnston (1996) evaluated the effect of various external conditions on visitor 

behavior including: date, time of day, weekend versus weekday, and relative 

crowding levels. From these variables, the time of day variable was the only factor 

proven to influence viewing time. Longer viewing time was associated with visitors 

that viewed the polar bear exhibits later in the day. 

Summary of Environment-Behavior Research in Zoos 

Environment-behavior research in zoos includes the study of animal and 

human behavior. Animal environment-behavior research describes animal behavior 

patterns and helps zoos create appropriate and stimulating environments for zoo 

animals. The majority of human environment-behavior research performed in zoos 

focuses on determining who zoo visitors are, visitor motivation, and visitor activities 

in zoo facilities. Little research exists, describing the composition or specific 
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activities of visitor groups in zoo settings. Previous studies demonstrate that visitors 

attend zoos to socialize, relax, learn about animals, entertain and educate children, 

and spend time outdoors (Cheek, 1973, 1975; Wolf and Tymltz, 1979, 1981; 

Wheeler, 1980; Martin and O'Reilly, 1982). Most visitors attend zoo facilities to 

participate in activities that benefit other members in their visitor group (Morgan and 

Hodgkinson, 1999). 

In order to best meet visitors' needs zoo facilities are Interested in how 

visitors behave, utilize elements In zoo settings and how they move throughout zoo 

facilities. Unfortunately, the majority of wayfinding research is site specific and may 

be of little value to other zoo facilities. Further research Is needed to examine visitor 

circulation patterns within zoo exhibits. As previously discussed, zoo visitors 

typically do not look at or read traditional exhibit signage (Brennan, 1977; Serrell 

1977). There is evidence, however, that zoo visitors may respond better to modern 

exhibit signage with Illustrations, interpretive elements and engaging text (Derwin 

and Piper, 1988). In order to promote public education, zoo facilities must further 

investigate how visitors use exhibit signage so that they may design more 

appropriate and effective signage. 

The majority of human environment-behavior research In zoo facilities Is 

dedicated exclusively to visitor behavior. Shettel-Neuber (1986, 1988) has published 

research related to animal, staff and visitor behavior at various primate exhibits at 

the San Diego Zoo. She believes, that It is Important to study these three zoo user 

groups In order to better understand Interrelationships within the zoo environment. 
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Shettel-Neuber's research employs categorical testing to compare and evaluate 

animal, visitor and staff responses to modern and traditional zoo exhibit design. In 

her research, Shettel-Neuber employed multiple methods to evaluate exhibits 

including: staff interviews, viewing time measurement, a visitor questionnaire, and 

behavior mapping for animals and visitors. While visitors and zoo staff clearly favor 

naturalistic animal enclosures, animals typically prefer exhibits that offer interesting 

behavioral opportunities, regardless of exhibit naturalism (Shettel-Neuber, 1986). 

Shettel-Neuber implores zoo facilities to support research that utilizes multiple 

evaluation methods, which may clarify the critical interrelationships between user 

groups. 

Zoos have evolved remarkably in the last 100 years to better accommodate 

the needs of zoo visitors and animals. Zoo facilities are currently promoting animal 

and habitat conservation through public education. In order to most effectively 

educate the public, zoos must fully comprehend their visitor population on all levels. 

Visitor environment-behavior research should employ multiple evaluation techniques 

to assure that visitor behavior and activities are accurately represented. 
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METHODS 

For the present study, six exhibits with underwater viewing were evaluated at 

four zoo facilities in the western United States. Approximately fifty visitor groups 

were tracked and observed at each exhibit. Randomly selected visitor groups were 

asked to participate in a short visitor survey. Testing took place on 19 days in July 

through September 2000. 

Zoo Facility and Exhibit Selection 

Four zoo facilities were examined in this study including the Arizona-Sonora 

Desert Museum (Tucson, Arizona), Reid Park Zoo (Tucson, Arizona), San Diego Zoo 

(San Diego, California) and the Woodland Park Zoo (Seattle, Washington). Each 

zoo facility included in this study offered one or more animal exhibits with 

underwater viewing (Appendix B). 

The selected zoo facilities vary extensively in size, visitor attendance, budget 

and animal collection size and content. The Woodland Park and Reid Park zoos are 

city funded and operated whereas the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and the San 

Diego Zoo are privately funded zoos. Like many American zoos, the Reid Park Zoo, 

Woodland Park Zoo and San Diego Zoo maintain exotic animal collections, 

featuring animals from many parts of the world. The Arizona-Sonora Desert 

Museum is a regional zoo with a collection of plants and animals from the Sonoran 

Desert. 
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The zoo facilities included in this study represent three distinct regions and 

climate conditions. The difference in weather is especially apparent in the summer 

months, when the present study took place. All of the underwater exhibits included 

in this study are protected from the elements by a roof, vegetation or a sun 

screening system. At the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and Reid Park Zoo, the 

covering offers protection from the sun and provides a cooler place for visitors to 

observe animals (Appendix B). At the San Diego Zoo and Woodland Park Zoo, the 

overhead protection often provides visitors relief from rain (Appendix B). 

A total of six exhibits with underwater viewing were examined in this study: 

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum, river otter [Lontra. Canadensis) exhibit; Reid Park 

Zoo, capybara [Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris) exhibit; San Diego Zoo, polar bear 

{Ursus maritimus) and hippo [Hippopotamus amphibious) exhibits; and the 

Woodland Park Zoo, river otter {Lontra canadensis) and brown bear {Ursus arctos) 

exhibits. Exhibits selected for the present study offer underwater animal viewing, 

feature a common zoo species and exhibit a single mammal species. These exhibits 

encompass a variety of animal size, activity level, animal age and number of animals 

on display. The capybara exhibit at the Reid Park Zoo was the only exhibit selected 

with a single animal on exhibit at all times. Other exhibits examined in this study 

displayed between two and three animals in the exhibit. The San Diego Zoo polar 

bear exhibit displayed as many as four or five bears at a time. 

The San Diego Zoo hippo exhibit was the only site included in this study with 

an infant animal on display. The infant hippo was in the exhibit with its mother five 
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days a week. During the other two days a large nnale hippo was on exhibit. The 

rotation of animals on display in this exhibit made it possible to evaluate visitor 

response for the exhibit with and without the presence of an infant animal. 

The exhibits examined in the present study represent a wide spectrum of new 

and older exhibits with varying degrees of naturalism (Appendix B). The polar bear 

and hippo exhibits at the San Diego Zoo and the Woodland Park Zoo otter and 

brown bear exhibits are examples of multi-million dollar exhibits, designed to 

accommodate large crowds, with a high level of exhibit naturalism. The Arizona-

Sonora Desert Museum otter exhibit and the capybara exhibit at the Reid Park zoo 

represent typical small to medium-sized zoo exhibits with animal habitats that 

generally appear natural to zoo visitors. None of the exhibits selected for this study 

feature animal habitats that appear obviously man-made or unnatural. 

The size of the visitor viewing area varies among exhibits evaluated in this 

study. As a response to high visitor numbers, the visitor viewing areas at the San 

Diego Zoo polar bear and hippo exhibits are considerably larger than the exhibit 

viewing areas of most other zoo facilities. The size of the underwater viewing 

window also varies among exhibits in this study. The Arizona-Sonora Desert 

Museum otter exhibit has the smallest underwater viewing window measuring 6 x 

4ft. (24 sq.ft.; Appendix B, Figure 3). In contrast, the hippo exhibit at the San Diego 

Zoo features an 82 x 7ft. long continuous underwater viewing window (574 sq.ft.; 

Appendix B, Figure 16). The height of the water level for each viewing window 

varies among exhibits from one-fourth to three-fourths the height of the viewing 
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window (Appendix B). In order for an exhibit to be considered for this study, the 

water level height had to be at least thirty inches above the ground level of the 

visitor viewing area. Viewing windows with lower water levels allow visitors to see 

some of the underwater habitat with a predominant view of the above water habitat. 

As the water level increases, visitors see more of the underwater habitat and view 

some of the above water habitat as seen through the animal's underwater habitat. 

Study Design 

In order to fine-tune the visitor survey and data collection techniques, a 

preliminary study was conducted at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum otter 

exhibit in July 2000. The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum is a world-renowned zoo 

facility that attracts a considerable number of visitors, even in the hot summer 

months. During the preliminary study, a total of thirty-seven visitor groups were 

observed and surveyed by the researcher. Observations took place between Sam 

and 12noon on two weekend days in July. A total of 366 visitors moved through 

the exhibit during the preliminary observation period. An observation sheet with a 

floor plan of the viewing area was used to record visitor viewing time, crowding 

conditions, basic animal behavior, visitor movement and behavior (Appendix A). 

Viewing time was measured with a stopwatch in hours, minutes and seconds. The 

first Individual or group to enter the viewing area from either side was chosen for 

observation. The researcher used a tally counter to count the number of adults and 

children entering the exhibit during the study period. School groups and tours were 
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not counted nor selected for observation. Exterior weather conditions and 

temperature in the visitor viewing area were recorded on the observation sheet for 

each observation interval. 

Randomly selected visitor groups were observed and asked to participate in a 

short survey to evaluate the underwater animal habitat and viewing area. The 

twelve-question visitor survey included multiple-choice questions with some optional 

write-in answers. The research instruments and observation techniques utilized in 

the preliminary study were very similar to methods later used for data collection 

during the actual research testing. The visitor survey was shortened to eleven 

questions and the content was slightly refined so as to be more easily read and 

supportive of the study's objectives and research question. 

Visitor Timing 

The same technique for measuring viewing time was utilized for both 

preliminary and actual research testing. The observation area was determined by 

delineating boundaries for each exhibit viewing area, based on each exhibit design. 

The first adult to enter the designated viewing area from any side of the exhibit was 

selected for observation. Viewing time ended when the selected adult exited the 

viewing area. The researcher used a stopwatch to measure visitor viewing time. 

The visitor viewing time measurement represents the amount of time spent by a 

visitor or visitor group directly in front of an underwater viewing window and in the 

immediate vicinity. Time spent looking at or reading exhibit signage located within 
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the observation area was also included in the viewing time measurement. Once the 

selected individual or visitor group left the boundaries of the viewing area they were 

approached by the researcher and asked to participate in a short sun/ey. 

Observations took place during the summer peak hours of visitation for each 

zoo facility. Each observation period was two hours long. Observation periods in 

San Diego and Seattle generally took place between 10am and 2pm. At the Arizona 

zoo facilities, summer peak visitation occurred in the morning. At zoo facilities with 

two exhibits, the researcher rotated between exhibits every two hours. Each exhibit 

was observed on at least on weekend and one weekday. 

Visitor Tracking and Behavior Mapping 

The movement of randomly selected individuals and groups through the 

exhibit was tracked and noted on an observation sheet. The researcher maintained 

an unobtrusive presence in order to minimize influence on visitor behavior. A few 

subjects who noticed the researcher assumed she was studying the animals on 

exhibit. 

The researcher used the observation sheet (Appendix A) to record 

information about basic animal and human behavior. Behavior and movement of 

selected visitor groups was recorded for each exhibit. The researcher recorded 

information such as the route taken by the subjects throughout the exhibit, where 

they stopped, if they sat down, and whether exhibit signage was utilized. Visitor 

crowding in the exhibit viewing area (i.e. low, medium, high crowding) was recorded 
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for each viewing interval. A tally counter was used to count the number of visitors 

moving through each exhibit for each two-hour observation period. Due to a 

constant visitor flow and extreme crowding conditions, visitors moving through 

exhibits at the San Diego Zoo were not counted. General animal behavior was 

mapped by the researcher for each observation interval. The number of visible 

animals and number of animals in the water was recorded for each viewing interval. 

Specific Information about the randomly selected individual or visitor group 

was recorded by the researcher for each observation Interval. Group type, group 

size, the gender of each group member and the presence of teenagers, children and 

strollers was recorded for every randomly selected visitor group. Additionally, the 

researcher noted the absence or presence of zoo staff in the exhibit viewing area 

during the observation interval. Observations about social interactions taking place 

within visitor subject groups Including discussion, child tending, laughing and smiling 

were also recorded. Visitor activities including photographing animals, eating or 

drinking, sitting and standing on benches were also noted. 
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Visitor Survey 

A total of 331 visitor groups were surveyed at the six exhibits included in this 

study (Table 2). The survey took most visitor groups two to three minutes to 

complete. Visitor groups were instructed to elect a group representative to 

complete the survey, although on many occasions multiple group members also 

contributed ideas and opinions. Children and teenagers under the age of 18 were 

not asked to complete the visitor survey, although many parents consulted with their 

children for input. While the sub]ect(s) completed the survey, the researcher 

completed the data on the observation sheet. Once the selected visitor group 

completed the survey, the next group to enter the viewing area from any side of the 

exhibit was randomly selected for observation. 

The visitor survey was designed to be comprehensible to a wide variety of 

zoo visitors, including foreign visitors. The visitor survey measured visitor learning, 

perception and enjoyment of the exhibit, and information about visitor 

characteristics (Appendix A). Observation continued at each exhibit until at least 50 

complete surveys with corresponding observation data were collected. The 

researcher had originally intended to collect data for sixty or more visitor groups per 

exhibit. Ultimately, reliability testing of the viewing time variable determined that 50 

visitor groups per exhibit adequately represented the summer visitor population for 

each zoo facility. 



TABLE 2. 

Visitor group characteristics and representativeness of sampled groups by exhibit. 

Zoo facility and exhibit Number of 
visitor groups 

sampled 

Number of individuals 
in sampled 

visitor groups 

Number of visitors 
passing through exhibit 
during viewing interval 

Percent of 
all Individuals 

sampled 

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum 
river otter exhibit 70 214 647 33 

Reid Park Zoo 
capybara exhibit 52 174 691 25 

San Diego Zoo* 
polar bear exhibit 
hippo exhibit 

52 

54 

143 

175 

Woodland Park Zoo 
brown bear exhibit 
river otter exhibit 

52 

51 

155 

140 

829 

639 

19 

22 

' Value for number of visitors passing through exhibit during viewing interval 
not available for San Diego Zoo exhibits due to excessive crowding. 

OJ 
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Data Interpretation 

A chart on the observation sheet was utilized by the researcher to quickly 

and accurately record information about weather conditions, crowding levels, visitor 

and animal activities. Each box on the chart represented a variable, which was 

coded and entered into an Excel spreadsheet, and evaluated using the Statistical 

Analysis System (SAS). The researcher noted visitor movement and behavior 

throughout the observation area on the floor plan portion of the observation sheet. 

Stopping, sitting and the route taken through the exhibit was recorded for all 

selected visitor groups. Visitor comments and any additional notes recorded by the 

researcher on the observation sheet were compiled and distributed to each zoo 

facility. Responses for each question on the visitor survey were also coded and 

entered into a spreadsheet program. In instances where visitors selected more than 

one answer per question, the response was coded to reflect all of the visitors' 

response selections. Some survey questions also offered visitors an opportunity to 

write in answers. These written-in responses were coded and entered into the 

spreadsheet as well. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) testing including t-testing, and 

Duncan's Multiple Range Test was used to compare results for quantitative variables 

(e.g., mean viewing time) across zoo exhibits and facilities. Frequency distribution 

testing was used to evaluate visitor survey response across all exhibits and zoo 

facilities. Contingency tables were constructed and log-likelihood ratio tests were 

used to compare frequencies of responses among qualitative variables across 
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exhibits and zoo facilities. Statistical significance was assigned at P < 0.05 

throughout. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Data were collected to determine factors that significantly affect viewing time 

and visitor behavior in zoo exhibits with underwater viewing. In the first section of 

this chapter visitor profile data will be discussed and data collected from the visitor 

survey will be evaluated. This section is followed by discussion and summary of 

results relating to viewing time, visitor perceptions and behavior. 

Survey Results 

Visitor Profile 

Visitor profile and motivation results revealed in this study are similar to 

previous research findings (Cheek, 1973, 1976; Kellert, 1979; Wolf and Tymitz, 

1979, 1981; Wheeler, 1980; Martin and O'Reilly, 1982). For example, visitor groups 

evaluated in this study were generally comprised of three people (Table 3). This 

group size is slightly smaller than the average group size of three to four people 

determined by Cheek (1976) and Kellert (1979) in the 1970's. Couples were the 

most frequent group type examined in this study, followed by large visitor groups 

and single parents with children (Table 3). 
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TABLE 3. 
Frequency of various group types examined in this study. 

Croup Type Number of groups Percent 

Single visitor 25 8 
Couple 105 32 
Nuclear family (2 parents, 1 child) 41 12 
Family (2 parents, multiple children) 46 14 
Single parent with children 50 15 
Large visitor group 64 19 

Question nine on the visitor survey indicates where zoo visitor groups are 

from (Table 4). The majority of visitor groups live in the same city or in the same 

state as the zoo they are visiting. The remaining surveyed zoo visitors were mostly 

from a different state; only 9% were from a foreign country. When results were 

examined by individual exhibit, results for this survey question varied greatly. A 

comparison of results across all six exhibits indicates that the Tucson Reid Park Zoo 

capybara exhibit attracted the largest number of local visitor groups while the 

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum otter exhibit, also in Tucson, had the smallest 

number of local visitor groups. The Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum and the San 

Diego Zoo draw more tourists from other states and countries than the Reid Park 

and Seattle Woodland Park Zoos. 
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TABLE 4. 
Visitor survey results by exhibit (N = 331 groups). 

ASDM RPZ SDZ SDZ WPZ WPZ 
Response OTTER* CAPY.* P. BEAR* HIPPO* B. BEAR* OTTER* AVERAGE* 

% 

1. Visitor estimate of time spent in exhibit. 

Less than 1 minute 9 40 6 6 0 8 11 
2 - 3  m i n u t e s  23 44 15 35 10 33 27 
4 - 5  m i n u t e s  31 14 31 31 36 35 30 
Over 5 minutes 37 2 48 28 54 24 32 

2. Does the visitor group visit this exhibit every time they visit the zoo? 

Yes 40 63 41 50 60 54 51 
No 0 12 14 6 13 10 8 
Doesn't apply, new visitor 60 25 45 44 27 36 41 

3. What do visitors like best about the exhibit? 

Animal habitat 20 19 8 9 31 13 17 
Underwater view of animals 53 44 45 49 19 61 46 
Being close to animals 14 21 22 19 35 12 20 
Benches 0 2 2 0 0 0 1 
Exhibit signs 3 0 2 0 0 0 2 
Other 10 14 21 23 15 14 14 

4. What could be improved in the exhibit according to visitors? 

Animal habitat 21 21 14 25 21 15 20 
Underwater view of animals 22 34 28 33 29 12 24 
Being close to animals 16 6 19 14 17 9 13 
Benches 9 15 6 3 8 12 9 

Exhibit signs 7 19 14 14 13 27 15 
Other 25 5 19 11 12 25 19 

TABLE 4 (continued on next page) 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 
Visitor survey results by exhibit (N = 331 groups). 

ASDM RPZ SDZ SDZ WPZ WPZ 
Response OTTER* CAPY.* P. BEAR* HIPPO* B. BEAR* OTTER* AVERAGE* 

% 

5. Do visitors believe the animal habitat looks natural? 

Agree 76 56 75 80 100 96 80 
Disagree 6 8 6 9 0 2 5 
Don't know 18 36 19 n 0 2 15 

6. Was it easy for visitors to see animals in the exhibit? 

Agree 76 82 85 89 100 86 86 
Disagree 21 18 13 11 0 10 12 
Don't know 3 0 2 0 0 4 2 

7. Do visitors believe that dear water in the pool made it easy to see the animals swimming? 

Agree 93 45 79 59 86 88 76 
Disagree 3 45 6 39 10 2 16 
Don't know 4 10 15 2 4 10 8 

8. Did crowding detract from visitor experience in the exhibit? 

Agree 2 6 19 43 8 8 14 

Disagree 92 86 73 53 86 88 80 
Don't know 6 8 8 4 6 4 6 

9. Where do zoo visitors live? 

1 n same city as zoo 26 83 31 40 42 49 44 
In same state as zoo 7 6 31 26 44 25 22 
In a different state 48 9 32 19 10 20 25 
A different country 19 2 6 15 4 6 9 

TABLE 4 (continued on next page) 
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TABLE 4 (continued) 
Visitor survey results by exhibit (N = 331 groups). 

ASDM RPZ SDZ SDZ WPZ WPZ 
Response OTTER* CAPY.* P. BEAR* HIPPO* B. BEAR* OTTER* AVERAGE* 

% 

10. For what reason did the visitor group attend the zoo? 

To learn about animals n 2 4 11 2 4 6 
To see a particular animal 4 6 12 9 4 8 7 
To photograph animals 1 0 2 0 0 0 1 
To spend time with family 23 48 20 22 37 28 28 
Children wanted to visit zoo 3 15 6 7 6 2 6 
Visitor to the city 21 2 6 11 6 12 10 
To have fun 13 8 16 19 23 16 16 
To be outdoors 0 6 8 4 8 10 6 
To exercise 0 0 0 0 2 4 1 
Other 24 13 26 17 12 16 19 

11 .  Did  v i s i tors  i eam anyth ing  new about  the  an imal?  

Info, about animal 40 56 61 57 53 43 51 
Info, about animal's habitat 22 22 12 17 16 25 19 
Cultural information 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 
Other 10 3 0 0 11 7 5 
Animal & habitat information 25 19 22 15 20 25 22 
Animal, habitat & cultural info. 3 0 5 8 0 0 3 

ASDM OTTER* = A.rizona-Sonora Desert Museum otter exhibit 
RPZ CAPY.* = Reid Park Zoo capybara exhibit 
SDZ P.BEAR* = San Diego Zoo polar bear exhibit 
SDZ HIPPO* = San Diego Zoo hippo exhibit 
WPZ B.BEAR* = Woodland Park Zoo brown bear exhibit 
WPZ OTTER* = Woodland Park Zoo otter exhibit 
AVERAGE* = average value across all exhibits 
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Question two from the visitor survey reveals that most visitor groups return 

to exhibits they had previously visited (Table 4). A large number of visitor groups 

questioned were visiting a zoo and exhibit for the first time. Results for this survey 

question varied dramatically by exhibit. For instance, during the testing period, the 

Arlzona-Sonora Desert Museum otter exhibit recorded 60% new visitors, whereas 

the average number of new visitors across all exhibits was 41%. 

Results for survey question ten demonstrate that most visitor groups 

evaluated In this study visited the zoo for social or recreational purposes, which Is In 

accordance with visitor motivation results determined by previous studies (Cheek, 

1973, 1976; Wolf and Tymltz, 1979; Wheeler, 1980; Martin and O'Reilly, 1982). 

For all zoo exhibits included in this study, most visitor groups attend zoos to spend 

time with family or friends, to have fun, or because they are visiting the city or are 

bringing a visitor to the zoo (Table 4). A small number of visitors attend zoo 

facilities to learn about animals or to see a particular animal. 

Visitor Perceptions 

In survey question one, visitor groups were asked to estimate the amount of 

time spent in the exhibit viewing area (Table 4). The majority of zoo visitors 

questioned for this study estimated that they spent over 300 seconds in the exhibit 

while most visitors actually spent 118 seconds in the exhibit area, based on 

recorded observations. This overestimate of the time spent In an exhibit Is similar to 

findings by Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield (1986). 
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Survey questions three and four requested visitor groups to identif/ what they 

liked best and what could be improved for each exhibit (Table 4). Ironically, visitor 

groups most commonly ranked the underwater view of animals as their favorite part 

of the exhibit as well as the exhibit element most needing improvement. Zoo 

visitors are generally very enthusiastic about exhibits that provide the opportunity to 

view animals from an underwater perspective (Table 4, question 3). Water clarity, 

however, is a critical issue for all zoo exhibits with underwater viewing. Zoo visitors 

often commented that animal pools looked "dirty" or murky". It is difficult to 

maintain water clarity in exhibit pools because of food and animal matter suspended 

in the water as well as animal movement along the pool floor. Survey question 

seven asked visitor groups whether clear water in the pool made it easier to view 

the animal swimming (Table 4). While most visitors believed that the underwater 

view of animals needed to be improved (Table 4, question 4) the majority thought 

that the water in the animal pools was clear enough to view animals swimming 

(Table 4, question 7). Many zoo visitors believe that animal pools should be 

"cleaner" and more "sanitary" even though water clarity in a pool permits animal 

viewing. 

Zoo staff and designers should work together when selecting a pool 

cleansing system that addresses animal health and water clarity issues. High quality 

water filtration systems should be installed in animal pools to decrease the need for 

harsh chemicals and high maintenance of the pool. Exhibit signage in the viewing 
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area should discuss water clarity so that visitors become more familiar with natural 

processes. 

In survey question five, visitors were asked to determine whether the animal 

habitat looked natural (Table 4). The majority of visitor groups believed the animal 

habitats looked natural. All of the exhibits included in this study feature third-

generation animal habitats, which resemble natural landscapes. 

Visitor response for this survey question indicates that visitors perceived and 

responded to differences in animal habitat naturalism across all exhibits (Table 4). 

The majority of visitors perceived the Woodland Park Zoo's brown bear and otter 

exhibits as the most natural exhibits. The brown bear and otter exhibits at the 

Woodland Park Zoo are landscape immersion exhibits that present visitors with an 

extremely naturalistic setting (Appendix B, Figures 18-26). In landscape immersion 

zoo exhibits, landscape elements dominate over exhibit architecture in order to 

simulate animal habitats found in the wild. When experiencing landscape immersion 

exhibits, many zoo visitors forget that they are viewing captive animals. In contrast, 

a little more than half of visitors at the Reid Park Zoo capybara exhibit believed the 

animal habitat looked natural and the remaining visitor groups could not conclude 

whether the animal habitat looked natural. Out of the six exhibits included in this 

study, the Reid Park Zoo capybara exhibit is the only exhibit with exposed concrete 

surrounding the animal pool (Appendix B, Figure 6). Although the concrete is 

texturized it may be perceived by visitors as being man-made and may make the 

animal habitat seem less natural. 
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In survey question eight, visitor groups were asked to determine whether 

visitor crowding detracted from their experience in the exhibit (Table 4). Overall, 

most visitor groups believed that crowding did not detract from their experience in 

the exhibit. Visitor crowding levels did, however, vary among exhibits included in 

this study. Crowding levels were highest at the San Diego Zoo exhibits where a 

significant number of visitors felt that crowding detracted from their experience in 

the exhibit. At the San Diego Zoo hippo and polar bear exhibits visitor groups often 

had to wait for an opportunity to view the exhibit from the most popular viewing 

areas. 

Survey question eleven was designed to evaluate visitor learning achieved 

from reading exhibit signage (Table 4). Although the majority of visitor groups 

included in this study did not read exhibit signage, most visitors indicated that they 

learned about the animal and the animal's habitat while experiencing the exhibit. 

Sign utilization varied widely by exhibit. The majority of visitor groups at the Reid 

Park Zoo capybara exhibit read exhibit signage (Appendix B, Figure 7). In contrast, 

the Woodland Park Zoo brown bear and otter exhibits recorded the least amount of 

sign utilization (Appendix B, Figure 26). 
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Observation Results 

Contingency tables and log-likelihood ratio analyses were performed for 

qualitative variables to determine which factors strongly influence viewing time and 

visitor behavior in underwater exhibits. Significant likelihood ratio chi-square values 

indicate a positive relationship between viewing time, visitor behavior and each 

variable. Analysis of variance procedure testing (ANOVA testing) was conducted for 

each positive chi-square relationship to further evaluate mean visitor viewing time 

for each variable. Variables affecting viewing time and visitor behavior are divided 

into categories for architectural, animal and visitor characteristics as well as external 

conditions. 
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Architectural and Zoo Characteristics 

Results demonstrating the significant influence of zoo and exhibit physical 

characteristics on viewing time for this study concur with results from previous 

research conducted by Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield (1988), Shettel-Neuber 

(1988), and Johnston (1998). Similar to results revealed by Johnston (1998), longer 

visitor viewing time was recorded at the larger zoo facilities included in this study 

(Table 5). The underwater exhibits evaluated at the San Diego Zoo and Woodland 

Park Zoo are much larger than exhibits examined at the smaller zoo facilities which 

may explain the increase in viewing time. 

TABLE 5. 

Zoo size and mean viewing time. Mean viewing time (in seconds) differed 
significantly (P < 0.05) among facilities based on ANOVA and Duncan's Multiple Range Test. 
Means that are followed by same superscript letter are not significantly different. 

Zoo facility Zoo size (acres) Mean viewing time Number of groups 

(seconds) 

Reid Park Zoo 17 47 ^ 52 

Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum 40 7070 

Woodland Park Zoo 90 120® 103 

San Diego Zoo 100 182'^ 106 
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The type of exhibit barrier separating zoo animals and visitors can greatly 

affect visitor viewing time (Bitgood et. al, 1985; Johnston, 1998). All exhibits 

evaluated in this study utilized vertical plexiglass barriers for underwater viewing. 

The size of the underwater viewing window and the water level height varied among 

exhibits examined in this study (Appendix B). The linear measurement of an 

underwater viewing window is directly related to the amount of time visitors spend 

viewing an exhibit (Table 6). For example, the Reid Park Zoo capybara exhibit 

features a small viewing window measuring eight feet in length which corresponded 

with 47 seconds of mean viewing time. In contrast, the San Diego Zoo hippo 

exhibit viewing window which measures eighty-two feet in length, generated 207 

seconds of mean visitor viewing time (Table 6). Results also indicate dependent 

relationships between viewing window surface area, water level height and visitor 

viewing time (Table 6). 
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TABLE 6. 
Mean viewing time related to architectural characteristics. Mean viewing time (in seconds) 
differed significantly (P < 0.05) among groups for an individual architectural 
characteristic based on ANOVA and Duncan's Multiple Range Tests. Means within an 
architectural characteristic group that are followed by the same superscript letter 
are not significantly different. 

Architectural characteristics Mean viewing time Number 

(seconds) of groups 

Linear measurement of viewing window (ft.) 

6 70 70 

8 47^ 52 

27 120® 103 

28 156 ® 52 

8 2  2 0 7 8 2  

Surface area measurement of viewing window (sq. ft.) 

24 70 70 

64 47 52 

162 120® 103 

280 156® 52 

574 207 ^ 54 

Water level height 

One-third window height 47 52 

One-half window height 120® 103 

Two-thirds window height 182'^ 106 

Three-fourths window height 70 ^ 70 
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For small to medium sized viewing windows, the water level height should 

equal one-half the height of the viewing window or more. Minimum water level 

height should be maintained at the level of an adulf s waistline so that adult visitors 

don't have to bend down in order to view the underwater habitat. Stairs located 

along the underwater viewing window, at the Woodland Park Zoo brown bear and 

otter exhibits provide children the opportunity to view above and below the water 

level (Appendix 8, Figures 21, 24, 25). 

Animal Characteristics 

Previous research demonstrates that zoo animal behavior and characteristics 

have a commanding influence on visitor viewing time and behavior (Maple and 

Finlay, 1987; Bitgood, Patterson and Benefield, 1988; Shettel-Neuber, 1988; 

Johnston, 1998). Results from this study also indicate that animal size has a 

considerable affect on visitor behavior. Mean viewing time recorded at exhibits with 

large animal species was more than two times greater than viewing time generated 

at exhibits with small animal species (Table 7). Visitor laughing, photographing and 

discussion in the exhibit were most prevalent in exhibits with large animal species 

(Table 8). 



TABLE 7. 
Mean viewing time related to animal characteristics. Mean viewing time (in seconds) 
differed significantly (P < 0.05) among groups for an individual animal characteristic 

based on ANOVA and f-tests or Duncan's Multiple Range Test. Means within an animal 
characteristic group that are followed by the same superscript letter are not significantly 
different. 
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Animal characteristics Mean viewing time 

(seconds) 

Number 

of groups 

Animal size 

Small species 

Large species 

76 ® 

163 ^ 

173 

158 

Animal aquatic activity 

Yes 

No 

159 

78 ® 

163 

168 

Number of animals swimming 

None 

1 animal swimming 

More than 1 animal swimming 

78 

122 ® 

205 ^ 

168 

90 

73 

Animal enrichment 

Yes 

No 

338* 

113*® 

7 

324 

Number of animals visible in exhibit 

No animals visible 

1 or more animals visible 

53 ® 

136 

64 

267 

Presence of infant animal (SDZ hippo exhibit) 

Yes 

No 

236 

158 

34 

20 

* = non-significant at P < 0.05. 



TABLE 8. 
Percent (number) of groups exhibiting a particular social behavior as related to animal 
characteristics. Unless otherwise noted, animal characteristics and expression of 
visitor social behavior were not independent based on log-4ikelihood ratio tests (P < 0.05). 
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Social Behavior Animal Characteristics 

Laughing in exhibit 
Yes 
No 

Percent (N umber of groups) 

Small animal species 

29 (14) 
56 (159) 

Large animal species 

71 (35) 
44 (123) 

Photographing in exhibit 
Yes 
No 

27 (9) 
55 (164) 

73 (24) 
45 (134) 

Discussion in exhibit* 
Yes 
No 

43 (59) 
58 (114) 

57 (77) 
42 (81) 

Sitting in exhibit 
Yes 
No 

Animal swimming 

63 (33) 
47(130) 

No animal swimming 

37(19)  
53 (149) 

Laughing in exhibit 
Yes 
No 

80 (39) 
44 (124) 

20 (10) 
56 (158) 

Photographing in exhibit 
Yes 
No 

85 (28) 
45 (135) 

15(5)  
55 (163) 

Talking with other visitor groups 
Yes 
No 

No animals visible 

0(0) 
21 (64) 

1 or more animals visible 

100 (12) 
79 (248) 

Presence of infant animal 
Yes 
No 

Laughing 

32 (11) 
13 (38) 

No laughing 

68 (23) 
87 (259) 

* = non-significant at P < 0.05. 
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The scale of the animal enclosure and viewing windows should be related to 

the size of the animal species on exhibit. Due to the fact that visitors are generally 

less attracted to small animal species than large animal species, designers should 

create exhibits that increase the perceived size of small animal species. To enhance 

the size perception of small animal species, designers should provide multiple small 

viewing opportunities instead of large viewing windows. At the Reid Park Zoo 

capybara exhibit, visitors can view the animal in small terrestrial and underwater 

viewing windows, as well as from an elevated viewing platform overlooking the 

exhibit. 

For all animal species considered in this study, mean viewing time nearly 

doubled when comparing exhibits with and without animal aquatic activity (Table 7). 

The occurrence of visitor groups laughing and photographing in exhibits also 

increased significantly when animals were swimming (Table 8). Visitor groups, 

however, were more likely to use benches in the viewing area when animals were 

swimming (Table 8). 

Visitors of underwater zoo exhibits expect to see animals swimming. To 

encourage animal aquatic activity, designers should create stimulating design 

features in or around the animal pool. For example, otters at the Arizona-Sonora 

Desert Museum enjoy swimming through a submerged tree branch. The polar bears 

at the San Diego Zoo frequently jump from an artificial rock cliff into the animal 

pool below. 
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An increase in the number of animals swimming in an exhibit increased 

viewing time considerably (Table 7). Viewing time was one-and-a-half times greater 

in exhibits with two or more animals swimming than in exhibits with one animal 

swimming. Visitor viewing time increased dramatically when animals participated in 

enrichment activities such as feeding or playing with toys (Table 7). 

The number of animals visible in an exhibit also had a considerable affect on 

visitor viewing time (Table 7). Visitors remained for a surprisingly long amount of 

time (average 53 seconds) in exhibits looking for or waiting to see animals even 

when none were visible. Talking between visitor groups generally occurred when 

one or more animals were visible in the exhibit (Table 8). As a general rule, 

designers should keep some animals in the exhibit visible to visitors most of the 

time. By providing viewing opportunities for both aquatic and terrestrial habitats, 

designers increase the chance that animals will be visible. When possible, designers 

should provide several viewing areas for viewing the animal from various vantage 

points. 

Many aquatic animal species examined in this study, such as river otters and 

brown bears, approached the underwater viewing window to interact with visitors. 

When the San Diego Zoo hippo exhibit originally opened, the hippos stayed in the 

back of the pool, away from visitors. Designers added bubble jets along the viewing 

window, which successfully encouraged the animals to stay near the underwater 

viewing area (Appendix B, Figures 14,17). 
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The presence of infant animals in an exhibit had a significant affect on visitor 

viewing time. In this study, the San Diego Zoo hippo exhibit was the only facility 

with an infant animal present. Viewing time was considerably longer when the 

infant hippo was on exhibit with its mother as compared to when the adult male 

hippo was displayed alone (Table 7). Curiously, visitor laughing in the exhibit 

occurred less frequently during viewing intervals when the infant hippo was on 

exhibit (Table 8). Many visitors appeared intrigued by the presence of infant 

animals, which may increase visitor respect for zoo animals. 

Visitor Characteristics and Behavior 

Visitor characteristics generally have less impact on viewing time than either 

architectural or animal characteristics (Johnston, 1998). Demographic information 

and visitor motivation generally do not affect viewing time. Some visitor group 

characteristics and activities do, however, influence viewing time considerably. For 

example, large visitor groups and couples photographed and discussed more in 

exhibits than other group types (Table 9). Single parents with children were the 

most likely visitor group to talk with other visitor groups. Visitor group discussions 

of the exhibit occurred most when either a woman or child was present in a visitor 

group (Table 9). Interestingly, most photographing in exhibits occurred when no 

children were present (Table 9). 



TABLE 9. 

Percent (number) of groups exhibiting a particular social behavior as related to visitor characteristics. Unless otherwise noted, 

visitor characteristics and expression of visitor social behavior were not independent based on log-likelihood ratio tests (P 0.05). 

Social Behavior 

Visitor Characteristics 
Talking with No talking with No 
other groups other groups Photographing photographing Discussion No discussion 

Percent (Number of groups) 

Group type 
Single 8(1) 8(24) 3(1) 8(24) 0(0) 13 (25) 
Couple 17(2) 32 (103) 33 (11) 32 (94) 31 (42) 32 (63) 
Nuclear family 25(3) 12(38) 9(3) 13 (38) 15(20) 14 (27) 
Family 0(0) 14(46) 9(3) 14 (43) 14 (19) 11 (21) 
Large group 8(1) 20 (63) 39 (13) 17(51) 26 (36) 14(28) 
Single parent with children 42 (5) 14(45) 6(2) 16 (48) 14(19) 16(31) 

Female presence 
Yes 3 (10)* 97 (276)* 10 (29)* 90 (257)* 44(126) 56 (160) 
No 4(2)* 96 (43)* 9 (4)* 91 (41) 22 (10) 78 (35) 

Child presence 
Yes 6(9) 94 (151) 6(9) 94(151) 49 (78) 51 (82) 
No 2(3) 98 (168) 14 (24) 86 (147) 34 (58) 66 (113) 

non-significant at P 5 0.05. 

a> 
ui 
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Sitting, eating and photographing significantly affected the amount of time 

visitors spend viewing an exhibit (Table 10). Viewing time increased by at least two 

times when visitor groups participated in these activities. The number of times 

visitor groups stop in an exhibit also greatly influences viewing time. Most visitors 

made two to three stops in the exhibit viewing area. Viewing time increased by an 

average of 149 seconds when visitors made four or more stops in an exhibit (Table 

10). Talking with other visitor groups, laughing and discussion in an exhibit also 

increased visitor viewing time (Table 10). 

In this study, mean viewing time increased by nine seconds when a visitor 

group read or looked at exhibit signage (Table 10). While this may be an 

insignificant increase In overall viewing time, many exhibit signs can be absorbed by 

visitors in this amount of time. Sign reading increased as the number of stops made 

in an exhibit increased (Table 10). Sign reading was dramatically less frequent when 

strollers were present In a visitor group, suggesting that most parents do not spend 

time reading exhibit signs when accompanied by small children (Table 10). 

Visitors are often confused or disappointed when animals are not visible In 

exhibits. Exhibit signage in the viewing area should provide visitors with an 

explanation about animal activity and where animals reside in the exhibit during 

different parts of the day. Exhibit signage may encompass general and specific 

animal Information. An animal feeding schedule at the Woodland Park Zoo brown 

bear exhibit was very popular among visitors interested in current exhibit 

Information (Appendix B, Figure 26). 
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TABLE 10. 
Mean viewing time related to visitor characteristics. Unless otherwise noted, viewing 
time (in seconds) and visitor characteristics differed significantly (P < 0.05) based on 
ANOVA and <-tests or Duncan's Multiple Range Test. 

Visitor Characteristics Mean viewing time 
(seconds) 

Number of groups 

Sitting in exhibit 

Yes 233 ^ 52 

No 96^  279 

Eating in exhibit 

Yes 262 ^ 18 

No n o ®  313 

Photographing in exhibit 

Yes 228 33 

No 106 ® 298 

Number of stops in exhibit 

1 stop 76 102 

2 - 3  s t o p s  122 ® 207 

More than 3 stops 271 ^ 22 

Talking with other visitor groups 

Yes 215^  12 

No 114 ® 319 

Laughing in exhibit 

Yes 166 49 

No no ® 282 

Discussion in exhibit 

Yes 149 136 

No 96® 195 

Sign reading in exhibit 

Yes 124*'^ 99 

No 115*^^  232 

* = non-significant at P < 0.05. 
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The placement of exhibit signage in underwater exhibits is a complicated 

issue. In some underwater exhibits, signs are mounted on the exhibit viewing 

window. While many visitors notice these signs, this does not appear to increase 

sign utilization. Some visitors complained that exhibit signs mounted directly on the 

viewing window obstruct the view of the exhibit. Many exhibits included in this 

study placed signs immediately to the left or right side of the exhibit viewing 

window. Designers should consider the temporary placement of exhibit signs to 

determine the best location by visitor sign utilization. 
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External Conditions 

External conditions such as weather and time of day have proven to have a 

considerable impact on visitor viewing time in previous research (Bitgood, Patterson 

and Benefield, 1988; Johnston, 1998). In this study, however, chi-square testing 

revealed that temperature had a small influence on viewing time. Viewing time 

Increased significantly with ambient temperature in hot (over 80°F) and cool climate 

conditions (60-69 °F). 

The longest mean viewing time was observed during peak visitation hours, 

generally between 10am and 2pm for most zoo facilities (Table 11). Viewing time 

was somewhat longer in the early afternoon as compared to viewing Intervals in the 

late morning. The day of the week also affected the amount of time spent viewing 

an exhibit. Visitors spent approximately twice as long viewing exhibits during the 

week as compared to weekends (Table 11). Perhaps weekday visitors are 

encouraged to linger at zoo exhibits due to intimate viewing opportunities and the 

lack of large, excited weekend crowds. 
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TABLE 11. 

Mean viewing time related to external conditions. Mean viewing time (in seconds) differed 
significantly (P < 0.05) among groups for an individual external condition based on ANOVA 
and f-tests or Duncan's Multiple Range Test. 

External Conditions Mean viewing time Number 

(seconds) of groups 

Time of day 

Early morning 49 ® 23 

Late morning 112® 147 

Early afternoon 138'^ 148 

Late afternoon 71 ® 13 

Day 

Weekday 158 181 

Weekend day 80 150 

Crowding level 

Low crowding 101® 194 

Medium crowding 111® 111 

High crowding 271 25 

in this study, crowding levels in exhibits were found to have a striking affect 

on visitor viewing time. Viewing time did not vary significantly between low and 

medium crowding levels (Table 11). When high crowding levels occurred in an 

exhibit viewing time increased by nearly two to two-and-a-half times. This drastic 

increase in viewing time indicates that many visitors in crowded exhibits may wait 

for an opportunity to view the exhibit from the best vantage point. In exhibits where 

heavy crowding is expected, designers should consider providing multi-level viewing 

platforms in the exhibit viewing area (Appendix B, Figures 11,16). Each viewing 
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platform should be ramp accessible for wheelchair and stroller access. Where 

possible, circulation paths should be wide enough to let visitors move past stopped 

visitor groups in exhibit viewing areas. Lines may form in heavy crowding conditions 

when the circulation path is too narrow (Appendix B, Figure 15). 

Many visitor groups observed and surveyed in this study utilized benches in 

the exhibit viewing area. During crowded conditions, visitors frequently stood on 

benches located near the viewing window to look over visitors in front of them. Any 

benches placed near the viewing window should therefore be durable and able to 

withstand foot traffic. 

Acoustical problems often arise in underwater exhibits with enclosed viewing 

areas. Enclosed viewing areas can become very noisy when crowded, especially 

when many small children are present. Where appropriate, designers should 

employ materials such as acoustical panels and vegetation to soften noise in exhibit 

viewing areas. If possible, viewing areas in underwater exhibits should not be 

enclosed on all sides to reduce noise levels. 

Summary and Discussion 

The majority of results discussed here support previous research findings for 

visitor behavior in zoo exhibits. Results for visitor behavior in exhibits with 

underwater viewing are similar to those recorded in typical terrestrial zoo exhibits. 

Studies comparing visitor behavior in various exhibit settings could greatly aid zoo 

designers In creating appropriate zoo exhibits in the future. The typical zoo visitor 
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and visitor group have evolved since most visitor profile studies were completed in 

the late 1970's. Average visitor group size has generally decreased and the number 

of single parents with children has increased. Zoo facilities are not only visited by 

families with children, but also by couples and single adults. In many communities, 

zoo facilities have become popular attractions for local residents as well as out-of-

town visitors. Despite efforts by the American Zoo and Aquarium Association 

(AZA) to emphasize visitor learning in zoo environments, the majority of visitors 

attend zoos for social and recreational purposes. Zoo educational programs may be 

targeting the general zoo audience in an inappropriate manner. 

Differences in survey results and observation data demonstrate the difficulty 

many zoo visitors have in accurately describing their zoo experience. The consistent 

overestimation of time spent In zoo exhibits reveals that visitors may be captivated 

by the naturalistic animal environment and may become unaware of their physical 

surroundings and thereby the passage of time. A large number of zoo visitors are 

unfamiliar with nature and the requirements of animals in the wild. Many visitors 

expect human standards for cleanliness to be applied to animal habitats in zoo 

facilities. Zoo education efforts should familiarize and educate visitors about natural 

systems and the environment. 

Zoo visitors are typically allured by exhibits with underwater viewing. 

Underwater exhibits offer visitors the opportunity to view aquatic animal activity 

from a unique perspective. Plexiglass barriers used in underwater viewing windows 

may create an illusion that nothing exists between visitors and the animals in the 
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exhibit. Many visitors observed in this study became excited when animals -

especially large animal - approached the plexiglass barrier (Appendix B, Figures 19, 

22). Some visitors became concerned and questioned whether the barrier was 

strong enough to contain the animals. Visitors were most impressed by animal size, 

the underwater view of animals and animal activity. Visitors often expressed 

confusion and disappointment when no animals were swimming. 

Hypothesis One in this research tested the dependency between water level 

height and viewing time. Longer visitor viewing time was not consistently recorded 

in exhibits with high water levels as predicted in Hypothesis One. For instance, 

mean viewing time recorded at the Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum otter exhibit 

(three-fourths water level height) was less than mean viewing time for the Woodland 

Park Zoo brown bear and otter exhibits (one-half water level height). When 

comparing all exhibits included in this study, mean viewing time was lowest at the 

Reid Park Zoo capybara exhibit where the water level is one-third the height of the 

viewing window. At this height, standing adult visitors view more terrestrial animal 

habitat than aquatic habitat. Mean viewing time is expected to be low at exhibits 

where the water level is one-third the height of the viewing window or lower. The 

actual height of the water level relative to the eye level of visitors may influence 

viewing time more significantly than the relationship between the viewing window 

and water level height. 

Large underwater viewing windows do generate longer mean viewing time 

than smaller viewing windows, as stated in Hypothesis Two. This hypothesis is 
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supported by results for both the linear and surface area measurement of 

underwater viewing windows. Viewing time is most directly related to the linear 

viewing window measurement because window length determines the amount of 

time required to walk through an exhibit viewing area. Larger windows allow visitors 

to view more of an animal's aquatic habitat and activities than smaller viewing 

windows. Furthermore, large viewing windows allow many visitors to 

simultaneously view an animal enclosure, even when heavy crowding occurs. 

Visitors may spend less time in exhibits with smaller viewing windows because they 

feel obligated to leave the viewing area in order to give other visitors an opportunity 

to view the exhibit. 

As predicted in Hypothesis Three, viewing time increases for underwater 

exhibits with shaded viewing facilities as the ambient temperature rises over 80°F. 

Exhibits with shaded underwater viewing provide visitors sun protection and relief 

from the heat. As the temperature increases, viewing time increases in cool weather 

conditions but remains constant for warm weather conditions. While temperature 

has a considerable impact on viewing time, animal and exhibit architectural 

characteristics appear to influence visitor behavior more directly. 

Crowded exhibit viewing areas generate longer visitor viewing time than less 

crowded viewing areas, as stated in Hypothesis Four. Many zoo visitors are 

attracted to crowded exhibits because crowding may indicate exhibit popularity or 

extraordinary animal activity. Lines may form in crowded exhibits as visitors wait for 

an opportunity to view the exhibit from the best or most popular vantage point 
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(Appendix B, Figure 15). Results from this study suggest that most zoo visitors are 

comfortable viewing exhibits while in close proximity to other visitors. Personal 

space definition and crowd behavior in exhibit viewing areas should be further 

examined in order to meet the needs of zoo visitors. 

Visitor group composition significantly influences visitor behavior in zoo 

exhibits. For example, talking between visitor groups increases when children are 

present. Hypothesis Five questioned whether the presence of children in a visitor 

group influences visitor viewing time, sign utilization and group discussion in an 

exhibit. Surprisingly, results from this study indicate that viewing time and sign 

reading do not increase when children are present in a visitor group. As expected, 

discussion within visitor groups does occur more often when children are present. 

The behavior of zoo visitor groups should be further investigated in order to provide 

visitors with appropriate facilities. While exhibit design often accommodates special 

needs groups, design efforts are most heavily dictated by the needs and desires of 

typical adult zoo visitors. The requirements and perceptions of zoo visitors with 

special needs should be addressed in future studies. 

It is likely that confounding Influenced viewing time and visitor behavior in 

the exhibits included in this study. For example, the San Diego Zoo hippo exhibit 

features a large animal species, an infant animal, the largest viewing window and 

high crowding. The author would like to point out that it is difficult to isolate the 

impact of specific variables on viewing time and visitor behavior. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

While this study addressed the research question and hypotheses stated in 

the Introduction, several unexpected results were observed. First, visitor behavior in 

underwater exhibits closely resembles visitor behavior findings for terrestrial zoo 

exhibits. The underwater viewing window is the design element that most 

distinctively affects visitor behavior in underwater exhibits. Many zoo visitors are 

fascinated by underwater exhibits because they can view the exhibit from the 

animal's aquatic perspective, as well as come into close proximity with animals. 

Many aspects of visitor behavior, in both underwater and terrestrial exhibits, are 

mysterious and remain unanswered. 

Surprisingly, visitor characteristics, such as group size, group type and the 

presence of children have little impact on viewing time and visitor behavior in 

underwater exhibits. Visitor groups with and without children behave similarly and 

stay approximately the same amount of time in exhibits with underwater viewing. 

Social interaction between and within visitor groups increases slightly, however, 

when children are present in a group. Visitor behavior and viewing time in 

underwater exhibits are most affected by animal and architectural characteristics, 

such as animal activity and size of the viewing window. 

Crowding in underwater exhibits generated unanticipated results in visitor 

behavior and viewing time. At the San Diego Zoo exhibits, high crowding didn't 

deter many visitors away from the viewing area as initially expected. Instead, visitors 
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remained longest in very crowded exhibit viewing areas, apparently unaffected by 

the close proximity of other visitors. Zoo visitors may be attracted to exhibits with 

large crowds because they believe crowding signifies exciting animal activity. 

It is likely that confounding influenced viewing time and visitor behavior in 

the exhibits included in this study. For example, the San Diego Zoo hippo exhibit 

features a large animal species, an infant animal, the largest viewing window and 

high crowding. It is difficult to isolate the impact of specific variables on viewing 

time and visitor behavior. 

While zoo facilities promote conservation, education and recreation as their 

highest priorities, the majority of visitors attend zoos for recreational purposes. A 

small number of visitor groups surveyed in this study, attended zoo facilities 

primarily for educational purposes. Zoo education programs probably reach fewer 

visitors and are less effective than intended. In order to further promote visitor 

education and conservation efforts, zoos must familiarize themselves with the 

behavior of visitors in zoo exhibits and test the efficiency of various educational 

mediums. 

Potential Future Research 

Many possible ideas for future environment-behavior research in zoo facilities 

were generated by this research. The evaluation of visitor behavior in zoo exhibits 

with underwater viewing is unique to this study. The scope of this study, however, 

was limited by research staff, funding and time. Although a variety of animal species 
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were evaluated in this study, future studies could focus on a particular animal 

species in order to isolate the effect of animal characteristics on visitor behavior. 

Future studies of underwater zoo exhibits could further investigate specific exhibit 

design issues, such as visitor sign utilization, water quality perception and circulation 

patterns in more detail. Visitor behavior and the spatial needs of visitor group types 

could be further evaluated in exhibits with underwater viewing. Little is known 

about the impact underwater zoo exhibits have on visitor perception of wildlife. 

Zoos may be able to stimulate conservation efforts by creating exhibits that generate 

respect for animals. The comparison of visitor behavior in exhibits with both 

terrestrial and underwater viewing could help zoo designers create popular exhibits 

that best meet the needs and expectations of visitors. Finally, as zoo attendance 

increases each year, it is critical that zoo designers are provided with knowledge 

about crowd dynamics. 
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ARIZONA-SONORA DESERT MUSEUM 

Visitor Survey - River Otter Underwater Exhibit 
Researcher Stephanie Clark Ridgway - University of Arizona, School of Landscape Architecture 

This survey was designed to help zoos understand visitor activities in underwater exhibits. 
Your responses to the following questions will help zoos build better underwater exhibits in the future. 

Please return this clipboard and survey to the researcher before leaving this exhibit. Thank you! 

1. Please estimate the amount of time 
you spent in this exhibit: 

• • • • 
under 2-3 4-5 over 5 
1 minute minutes minutes minutes 

2. Do you visit this exhibit every time you 
visit this zoo? 

• Yes • iS'o • Doesn't apply, 

new visitor 

3. What do you like best about this exhibit? 
Please mark one box only. 

• The animal habitat looks natural 

O The underwater view of animals swimming 

• Being close to animals 

• Benches in the viewing area 

• Exhibit signs 

• Other: 

4. What could be improved in this exhibit? 
Please mark one box only. 

• The animal habitat 

• The underwater view of animals swimming 

• Being close to animals 

• More benches in the viewing area 

• Exhibit signs 

• Other: 

5. The animal habitat in this exhibit looks natural. 

• Agree • Disagree • Don't know 

6. It was easy for me to see the animals in the 
exhibit today. 

• Agree • Disagree • Don't know 

7. The clear water in the pool makes it easy to see 
the animals swimming. 

• Agree • Disagree Q Don't know 

8. Did visitor crowding detract from your experience 
in this exhibit? 

• Agree • Disagree O Don't know 

9. Where do you live? 

• • 
Tucson, Arizona 

AZ 

• 
a different 

state 

n 
a different 

country 

10. What is your main reason for visiting the zoo 
today? Please mark one box only. 

n To learn about animals and conservation 

• To see a particular animal or exhibit 

Q To photograph animals 

To spend time with your family or friends 

Children in my group wanted to visit the zoo 

I am visiting this city - bringing a visitor to the zoo 

• To have fun 

n To be outdoors 

• To exercise 

• Other: 

11. Did you or your group learn anything new about 
this animal today? Mark all boxes that apply. 

• Information about the animal 

• Information about the animal's habitat 

• Information about people living near the animal 

• Other: 

Thank you for your time! Have a great day! 
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Desert Museum: otter exhibit 

Respondent # Date 

Approx. age Respondent Sex 

Day M T W T F S S Time of Day 

Viewing Time Weather/Temp. 

Visitors Staff 
Male Wheelchairs 

Female Stollers 

Children Maintenance Carts 

Teenagers Other 

Visitor Count: 

Croup Type: 

Crowding low medium high 

Visitor Activities Standing Squatting Discussing animal 

Sitting Running 

Walking Jumping 

Photographing Talking with animals Gesturing animals 

Looking signs Talking within group Laughing 

Reading signs Talking to others Smiling 

Eating/Drinking Child tending Aggressive 

Educating Others Yelling Crying 

Animal activities swim no swim 

# of animals in water adults infants 
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Reid Park Zoo: capybara exhibit 

Respondent # Date 

Approx. age Respondent Sex 

Day M T W T F S S Time of Day 

Viewing Time Weather/Temp. 

Visitors Staff 

Male Wheelchairs 

Female Stollers 

Children Maintenance Carts 

T eenagers Other 

Visitor Count: 
Group Type: 

Crowding low medium high 

Visitor Activities 

Animal activities 

Standing Squatting Discussing animal 

Sitting Running 

Walking Jumping 

Photographing Talking with animals Gesturing animals 

Looking signs Talking within group Laughing 

Reading signs Talking to others Smiling 

Eating/Drinking Child tending Aggressive 

Educating Others Yelling Crying 

swim no swim 

# of animals in water adults infants 
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San Diego Zoo: polar bear exhibit 

Respondent # Date 

Approx. age Respondent Sex 

Day M T W T F S S Time of Day 

Viewing Time Weather/Temp. 

Visitors Staff 

Male Wheelchairs 

Female Stollers 

Children Maintenance Carts 

Teenagers Other 

Visitor Count: 

Croup Type: 

Crowding low medium high 

Visitor Activities Standing Squatting Discussing animal 

Sitting Running 

Walking Jumping 

Photographing Talking with animals Gesturing animals 

Looking signs Talking within group Laughing 

Reading signs Talking to others Smiling 

Eating/Drinking Child tending Aggressive 

Educating Others Yelling Crying 

Animal activities swim no swim 

# of animals in water adults infants 
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San Diego Zoo: hippo exhibit 

Respondent # Date 

Approx. age Respondent Sex 

Day M T W T F S S Time of Day 

Viewing Time Weather/Temp. 

Visitors Staff 

Male Wheelchairs 

Female Stollers 

Children Maintenance Carts 

Teenagers Other 

Visitor Count: 

Group Type: 

Crowding low medium high 

Visitor Activities Standing Squatting Discussing animal 

Sitting Running 

Walking Jumping 

Photographing Talking with animals Gesturing animals 

Looking signs Talking within group Laughing 

Reading signs Talking to others Smiling 

Eating/Drinking Child tending Aggressive 

Educating Others Yelling Crying 

Animal activities swim no swim 

# of animals in water adults infants 
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Woodland Park Zoo; brown bear exhibit 

Respondent # Date 

Approx. age Respondent Sex 

Day M T W T F S S Time of Day 

Viewing Time Weather/Temp. 

Visitors Staff 

Male Wheelchairs 

Female Stollers 

Children Maintenance Carts 

Teenagers Other 

Visitor Count: 

Croup Type: 

Crowding low medium high 

Visitor Activities Standing Squatting Discussing animal 

Sitting Running 

Walking Jumping 

Animal activities 

Photographing Talking with animals Gesturing animals 

Looking signs Talking within group Laughing 

Reading signs Talking to others Smiling 

Eating/Drinking Child tending Aggressive 

Educating Others Yelling Cr/ing 

swim no swim 

# of animals in water adults infants 
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WotxJIand Park Zoo: river otter exhibit 

Respondent # 

Approx. age 

Day 

Viewing Time 

Male 

Female 

Children 

Teenagers 

Visitor Count: 

Group Type: 

Crowding 

Visitor Activities 

M T W T F S S 

Visitors 

Date 

Respondent Sex 

Time of Day 

Weather/Temp. 

Staff 

Wheelchairs 

Stollers 

Maintenance Carts 

Other 

low medium high 

Standing Squatting Discussing animal 

Sitting Running 

Walking Jumping 

Photographing Talking with animals Gesturing animals 

Looking signs Talking within group Laughing 

Reading signs Talking to others Smiling 

Eating/Drinking Child tending Aggressive 

Educating Others Yelling Crying 

Animal activities swim no swim 

# of animals in water adults infants 
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APPENDIX B 



Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum (Tucson, Arizona) - river otter exhibit 



Arizona-Sonora Desert Museum (Tucson, Arizona) - river otter exhibit 

Figure 3 



Reid Park Zoo (Tucson, Arizona) - capybara exhibit 
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Reld Park Zoo (Tucson, Arizona) - capybara exhibit 

Figure 8 
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San Diego Zoo (San Diego, California) - polar bear exhibit 

Figure 11 



San Diego Zoo (San Diego, California) - polar bear exhibit 
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Figure 12 

Figure 13 
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San Diego Zoo (San Diego, California) - hippo exhibit 

Figure 14 

Figure 15 



San Diego Zoo (San Diego, California) - hippo exhibit 

Figure 1 7 
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Woodland Park Zoo (Seattle, Washington) - brown bear exhibit 

Figure 18 

Figure 19 

Figure 20 



Woodland Park Zoo (Seattle, Washington) - brown bear exhibit 

Figure 22 



Woodland Park Zoo (Seattle, Washington) - river otter exhibit 

Figure 24 



Woodland Park Zoo (Seattle, Washington) - river otter exhibit 
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